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Using the mathematical structure of the Grassmann algebra, studied by Scho¨nberg,
we write down the Pauli equation and the Dirac equation in phase space. In addi-
tion, in order to investigate the physical nature of the spin degree of freedom
inherent in these equations we set up a novel classical limiting process\→0. Thus
we are able to derive relativistic and nonrelativistic classical statistical mechanics,
for particle with spin 1/2, within a geometric algebra framework. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386411#
I. INTRODUCTION
Alternative formulations of the Dirac equation aim to reveal new mathematical and phy
interpretations hidden in the ordinary formulation. Following this spirit, attempts of expressin
Dirac theory using a quaternionic algebra1–4 or in terms of geometric algebra,` la Hestenes,5–7
show some nontrivial results:
~i! the usual Schro¨dinger equation presents spin;5,6,1
~ii ! the Dirac equation can be formulated without making reference to matrices and com
numbers;7,8
~iii ! one avoids anomalies, ambiguities, and inconsistencies with regard to the conservatio
once calculated by using the usual methods.9
It is worth noticing that these algebraic versions of the Dirac equation lie on configur
space. Another way to formulate the Dirac theory is in terms of the geometric algebra,à la
Schönberg,10–12initiated by Bohm and Hiley13 and developed by Holland.14 Here the Dirac theory
lies on phase space. It is important therefore to explore some possible relations between th
algebraic-geometrical approaches. To this end, following the Bohm–Hiley–Holland metho
obtain the Pauli equation inphase spaceand point out its relationship with the Schro¨dinger
equation~in phase space, as well!. Thus we answer in a natural way how the spin may appea
the Schro¨dinger theory.
The present work aims also to connect the quantum theory with the classical one. We
in Sec. II a classical limiting method and apply it to the Schro¨dinger equation in terms of wav
function c(q,t) and Wigner functionW(q,p,t); we also apply this method to the usual Dira
equation. After presenting some elements of the Scho¨nberg geometric algebra~Sec. III!, in Secs.
IV and V we evaluate the classical limit of the Dirac and Pauli equations in phase space, r
tively. In Sec. VI final remarks are included.
II. THE CLASSICAL LIMIT \\0
In order to define a classical limiting method of quantum dynamics we inspire ourselv
the purely formal works by Hermann.15,16The fundamental idea is to start from a given~quantum!
differential equation
O\J\50 ~1!
a!Permanent address: Instituto Cultural Eudoro de Sousa, Departamento Ma´rio Schönberg de Fı´sica, Ceilaˆndia, 7221-970,
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J\85e
aj/\J\ ~2!
characterized by the arbitrary parametera and by the functionj ~without \!; thus Eq.~1! turns to
be
Ō\j J\850. ~3!
By taking \→0 in Eq. ~3! we obtain an equation of motion only forj, so that any quanta
information contained in Eq.~1! or ~3! disappears in the classical domain. Provided asympt
conditions are obeyed by the functionJ\8 and its derivatives in the limit\→0, the resulting
equation forj is called the classical limit of Eq.~1!. In other words, in our method the classic
limit of quantum dynamics occurs without requiring the convergence of the functionJ\8 as \
→0.
Below we are going to apply this method to the usual Schro¨dinger and Dirac equations.
A. Classical limit of the Schro ¨ dinger equation in configuration space
Let us consider a particle~an electron, for example! with massm, charge ueu under the






















k,t) being the components of the vector potential andf(qk,t) a scalar potential;c is the
speed of light#. The transformation~2!, with J5c(qk,t), leads Eq.~4! to









































2m S ]S]qk2 ec AkD
2
1ef1V50, ~9!
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The symbol; denotes asymptotics and therefore one does not require the existence of th
sical limit of c8. It is important to remark that the parametera in Eq. ~5! has to be equal toi. The





Fe2ij/\S \i ]]qkDeij/\G5 ]j]qk 5pk . ~14!
@In the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB! method17,18 such identification is introducedad hoc.#






k50. So we are able to answer the question: ‘‘How do noncommuting observ
disappear in the classical limit.’’19 ~The WKB method17,18 does not answer this question.!
As an example of the asymptotic behavior~10!–~13! let us consider the functionc
5ei@S1(\/i)S11(\/i)
2S21•••#/\ and perform the transformation~2!. It follows then that with thisc8
conditions~11!–~13! are obeyed, while by using the WKB approximation (\→0)17,18 aboutc8
we obtain an asymptotic functionc95eS11(\/i)S2 satisfying the condition~10!. Here an important
point to be emphasized is that the superposition of two WKB functions, which in turn is n
WKB one, also does obey all Eqs.~10!–~13!. This means that the validity conditions of the WK
method are only sufficient, but not necessary, for the classical limit of the Schro¨dinger equation.
B. Classical limit of the Schro ¨ dinger equation in phase space
Our classical limiting process is not constrained to configuration space. Starting wit
Schrödinger equation~4! at point q1
k5qk1hk\/2 and its complex-conjugate at pointq2
k5qk
2hk\/2, and using the Wigner function20
W~qk,pk ,t !5
1
~2p!3 E r~q1k ,q2k ,t !e2ipkhk d3h, ~16!






m S pk2 ec AkD ]W]qk 1 ie\mc S pk2 ec AkD ]Ak]qi ]W]pi 1I50 ~17!
with
I5E eFfS qi1 \h i2 D2fS qi2 \h
i
2 D G1FVS qi1 \h
i
2 D2VS qi2 \h
i
2 D Ge2ipkhk d3h. ~18!
We expand the potentialsf andV in a Taylor series and next perform the transformation~2! with
a2'0; by taking into account the conditions
lim
\→0
W8;W9Þ0, ~19!hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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\→0












;0 ~ j ,n51,2,3,...,̀ ! ~22!





m S pk2 ec AkD ]F]qk 1F emc S pk2 ec AkD ]Ak]qi 2 ]V]qi2e ]f]qi G ]F]pi 50, ~23!
wherej[F(qk,pk ,t)>0 is the probability density function. Even though our procedure of
culating the classical limit is mathematically admissible, we may justify its physical consis
only operationally. The physical significance behind the conditiona2'0 is not still clear for us.
C. Classical limit of the Dirac equation in configuration space
We perform upon the Dirac equation21 describing a particle with spin 1/2,
gmS \ ]]qm2 iec AmDc1mcc50, ~24!
the transformation~2! with a5i, take\→0, and obtain











By squaring Eq.~25! we arrive at the relativistic Hamilton–Jacobi equation without spin:22
S ]S]qm 1 iec AmD
2
1m2c250. ~28!
In the next section we present some elements of the Grassmann algebra using the Sc¨nberg
approach10–12 in order to reformulate the algebraic content of the Dirac and Pauli equations
III. THE GRASSMANN–SCHÖNBERG ALGEBRA Gn
Here we want to show only how the Clifford and Grassmann algebras appear connected
Schönberg works.10–12 Let us start withn-dimensional two Clifford algebras given by
@g i
~1 ! ,g j
~1 !#1512h i j 1Cn, @g i
~2 ! ,g j
~2 !#1522h i j 1Cn, ~29!hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This article is copyrigwhere @A,B#15AB1BA and 1Cn is the unity of the algebra. Theg i
(1)’s generate a Clifford
algebraCn
1 associated with the positive metric1h i j and theg i
(2)’s generate a Clifford algebra
corresponding to the negative metric2h i j such that
@g i









~2 ! , ~31!




~1 !#150, @v,g j
~2 !#150, ~32!
and also the elements
ḡ i5g i
~1 ! , g% i5vg i
~2 ! , ~33!
it is straightforward to verify thatḡ i andg% i generate two Clifford algebras with the same met
h i j :
@ ḡ i ,ḡ j #152h i j 1Cn5@g% i ,g% j #1 , @ ḡ i ,g% j #250. ~34!
The derivation of ~29! and ~30! from ~34! is obtained by defining the elementv̄
5ḡ1¯ḡng% 1¯g% n5v and usingḡ i5g i
(1) andg i
(2)5vg% i with v
251Cn.













which obey the following anticommutative relations:
@ âi ,â j #1505@ b̂i ,b̂ j #1 , @ âi ,b̂ j #15h i j 1Gn, ~36!




âi P505Pb̂i . ~38!
With the introduction of the algebraic elementsej 1 ••• j r
k1 •••kr ~Ref. 12!
ej 1 ••• j r
k1 •••kv5b̂k1¯b̂kvPâj r¯â j 1, ~39!
it follows from the ortogonality rule
ej 1 ••• j r
k1 •••kveh1 •••hs
i 1 ••• i u 5d r ,ud j 1 ••• j r
i 1 ••• i ueh1 •••hs
k1 •••kv ~40!hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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j 1 ••• j r ej 1 ••• j r
k1 •••kv, ~41!
where the coefficients@A#’s are antisymmetrical with respect to thej’s andk’s separately.P is a





ej 1 ••• j r
j 1 ••• j r ~42!








as a general element ofGnP ~the minimal left ideal ofGn! which is ann-dimensional linear space
with 2n linearly independent elements.
IV. CLASSICAL LIMIT OF THE DIRAC EQUATION IN PHASE SPACE
We initially start from the Dirac equation and its adjoint for the wave functionc of an electron


















Am5(A,iA0), whereA is the potential vector andA0 the scalar potential. The Dirac matricesg
m
generate the Clifford algebraC4 with unity 1C4:
@gm,gn#152g
mn1C4 ~46!
@gmn5diag(1,1,1,21)#. We multiply ~44! by c̄(q2
a) and~45! by c(q1
a) and obtain two equations











where theC’s are coefficients ofq1
a andq2
a . We now lift these two equations to a higher dime
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multiplication is realized aboutj. The elementL is a primitive idempotent belonging to th
algebra ofsuperspace G45C4^ C4 . The density supermatrixr(q1
a ,q2
a) ^ 1C4 then should be
associated with two Clifford algebras with the same metric
r ^ 1C45d0.1C41¯1dmnlagW











With L[P the functionj is considered as the Scho¨nberg spinorCPG4P given by~43!, i.e.,j is
an element belonging to the minimal left ideal of the algebraG4 because defining
gW m5âm1b̂m ~53!
and
gQ m5v~ âm2b̂m! ~54!
we have
gW j 1¯gW j kP5â j 1¯â j kP, gQ j 1¯gQ j kP5âg1¯â j kP. ~55!



















and performing the relativistic Wigner transformation
W~qa,pa!5
1





2 De2ipaha d4h, ~59!
we obtain two Dirac equations in relativistic quantum phase space
OmW[âm\S ]]qm2 ec ]Am]qa ]]paDW22ib̂mS pm1 ec AmDW5mc~v21!W, ~60!
ŌmW[b̂m\S ]]qm2 ec ]Am]qa ]]paDW22iâmS pm1 ec AmDW52mc~v11!W, ~61!
with the following approximation:
AmS qa6\2 haD'Am~qa!6\2 ha ]Am]qa . ~62!
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~ObOm1OmOb!W54m2c2~12v!2W, ~63!
~ŌbŌm1ŌmŌb!W54m2c2~11v!2W, ~64!
we obtain, after adding~63! and ~64!, the Dirac equation in Liouvillian form
i\
m
gbmS pm1 ec AmD ]W]qb 1F\m04 S~1 !bm ]Fbm]qa 2 i\emc gbmS pm1 ec AmD ]Ab]qa G ]W]pa 5DW ~65!
with
D5mc22im0S~2 !
bm Fbm . ~66!
Herem05e\/2mc is the magnetic moment of the electron spin, whereas
S~1 !
bm 5âbâm1b̂bb̂m, S~2 !
bm 5âmb̂b2âbb̂m ~67!
are spin terms coupled to the electromagnetic field.@Without these terms~67! the functionW
cannot be interpreted as a constant of the motion due to the presence of mass in Eq.~65!. This
detail is neglected in Refs. 13 and 14.# The relativistic Wigner functionW(qa,pa) is an algebraic






Wj i ••• j se
j 1 ••• j s, ~68!
where the coefficientsW are the following functions ofqm,pm :
Wj 1 ••• j s5
1
~2p!4 E Aj 1 ••• j se2ipaha d4h. ~69!
It follows then that the information about the spin degree of freedom should also appear
tensorial structure ofW because we believe that in the absence of field (Am50) the particle still
hasobjectivelyspin. Without the spin freedom we have a relativistic equation in phase spac
a scalar functionW(qa ,pa) describing a fermion.
Now performing the transformation~2! in relativistic quantum phase space given by
W85TFW, TF5eiF/\, ~70!
and making\→0 we obtain
1
m
gbmS pm1 ec AmD ]F]qb 1F emcgbmS pm1 ec AmD ]Ab]qa G ]F]pa 5mc2F, ~71!









of the algebraG4 becauseTF
21TF5TFTF
2151G4⇒FPG4 @see Eq.~40!#.
Equation~71! is the relativistic Liouville equation for the probability distribution functio
F(qm,pm) for a classical system with spin 1/2.hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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It is well known that the nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equation is the Pauli equation.
objective in this section is also to write down the Pauli equation in phase space withi
































whereBk are the magnetic field components, and its complex conjugate at pointq2
k , following the

































k ,t ! ^ 1C3^ 1C3#L, ~75!
sW k5~sk^ 1C3^ 1C3!, sQ k5~1C3^ 1C3^ sk!. ~76!






m S pk2 ec AkD ]W]qk 1 ie\mc S pk2 ec AkD ]Ak]qi ]W]pi
1E eFfS qi1 \h i2 D2fS qi2 \h
i
2 D GCe2ipkhkd3h1NW50, ~77!
with
N5m0S~2 !k Bk5m0@~ âk1b̂k!2v~ âk2b̂k!#Bk . ~78!
The solution of~77!, WPG3P, has the form
W~qk,pk ,t !5W1Wiei1Wi j ei j 1Wi jl ei j l . ~79!
Again the spin appears generating a coupling between its magnetic moment and the magne
and also in the tensorial structure ofW ~79!. Neglecting the magnetic moment (m050) we note
that Eq.~77! is the Schro¨dinger equation~with spin! in phase space. Considering only the sca
part of W, i.e., W[W, we reobtain Eq.~17! which does not contain spin. Thus with the refo
mulation of the Pauli equation in phase space on the basis of the geometric algebra we co
that the spin freedommay be present in the Schro¨dinger theory. Therefore Hestenes’ stateme5
‘‘spin is already in the Schro¨dinger equation’’ seems to us very strong.
When we calculate the classical limit of Eq.~77!, after performing the transformation~2!, for





m S pk2 ec AkD ]F]qk 1F emc S pk2 ec AkD ]Ak]qi 2e ]f]qi G ]F]pi 50 ~80!hted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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If this degree of freedom is neglected we obtain Eq.~23! ~without spin!.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is common~in the textbook literature! to find, associated with the problem of the classic
limit of quantum mechanics, the well-known Ehrenfest theorem. Although Pauli22 emphasized in
1933 that the transitionquantum→classicalis not complete using such a theorem, only recentl24
one has shown definitely that the validity conditions of the Ehrenfest theorem are neither
sary nor sufficient to characterize the classical domain. Alternatively, in this article we
defined a general method of evaluating the classical limit\→0 of quantum-mechanical equation
of motion depending on the asymptotic~or semiclassical! behavior of the quantum state, thu
avoiding the question whether the classical limit of a quantum statum is an ensemble of cla
trajectories or a single classical trajectory.24 Applying it to the Schro¨dinger equation we showe
that the validity conditions of the WKB approximation are only sufficient, but not necessar
obtain the classical Hamilton–Jacobi equation, while the classical limit of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion in terms of Wigner function leads correctly to the Liouville equation without using
high-temperature condition of Ref. 25.
In Refs. 13 and 14 Bohm, Hiley, and Holland studied the Dirac equation in phase spa
means of geometric algebra. In the present article we were also able to put the Pauli equati~and
consequently the Schro¨dinger equation! within this same algebraic structure. In our approach s
is seen as giving rise to a magnetic moment which couples with the external magnetic field
a tensorial property inherent in the Scho¨nberg–Grassmann algebra. This interpretation is differ
from that given in Refs. 13 and 14 where in the absence of spin the Scho¨nberg spinorW, solution
of Eq. ~65!, is considered as a constant of the motion.
When we calculate the classical limit of the Pauli equation and the Dirac equation in p
space we get two peculiar results from our classical limiting process. The first one concer
physical nature of spin: this degree of freedom is a property hidden in the antisymmetric te
this occurs both in the classical domain and the quantum one. The other result supports th
that the coupling between the magnetic moment, generated by the spin, and electromagne
is the intrinsically quantum feature.
Finally we point out that our present work leaves two questions open:
~a! What is the physical reason for the assumption that the parametera, in the definition of
the classical limiting process~2!, should be considered arbitrary?
~b! What are the advantages of formulating~relativistic and nonrelativistic! classical statistical
mechanics in terms of geometric algebra?
We hope that future papers can clarify these questions.
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